Line Facts

- The North College Line is also known as the Slate Line.
- Destination: North College Street
- The departure location for this line is the AU Student Center/Haley Center Transit Hub.
- The hours of line operation are as follows:
  - Fall Semester: 7 am - 6 pm
  - Spring Semester: 7 am - 6 pm
  - Summer Semester: 7 am - 5 pm
- Approximate bus-stop times are on a 15 - 20 minute interval schedule.
- Check the Transit Visualization System (or TVS) for specific bus location.
- Use stop codes for SMS texting.
- Due to the uncertainty of traffic conditions, all times are subject to change.
- For the most current route information, visit our website at www.auburn.edu/transit.
Stop No. | Stop Name(s)                        | Stop Code | Time  
--- | ------------------------------------|-----------|-------
1.   | AU Student Center, Haley Center     | 182       | 0 Min.
2.   | Sanders St. at Bragg Ave. - Outbound | 546       | 6 Min.
3.   | Tullahoma Dr. at Shelton Mill Rd.  | 270       | 4 Min.
4.   | Copper Beech (First Pavilion)      | 271       | 1 Min.
*4a. | The E.W. Shell Fisheries Center    | 703       | 6 Min.
5.   | Bragg Ave. at Sanders St. - Inbound | 545       | 4 Min.
6.   | Lowder Hall                         | 220       | 4 Min.
1.   | AU Student Center, Haley Center     | 182       | 2 Min.

*Stop 4a is a "by request only" stop. This stop is provided service in conjunction with the normal operation of the North College Line. Upon boarding the bus, outbound passengers must inform the driver of the need for service to The E.W. Shell Fisheries Center. Service from The E.W. Shell Fisheries Center is provided by calling (334) 844-4018 each time service is needed. Service is only provided by Tiger Transit buses which are assigned to the North College Line.